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FADE IN:

SUPERIMPOSE: SOME OF THIS SHIT MIGHT BE TRUE

EXT. HOTEL - POOL - DAY

TWO PAIRS OF NAKED BREASTS.

Each left breast has the same MIDDLE FINGER TATTOO.

One BLONDE. And one BRUNETTE. Both 29, in their prime, and

both wearing sunglasses.

You can almost hear the sun burning.

CASSIE(Brunette)speaks directly to camera.

CASSIE

Boobs. Bazookas. Tits. Ta-tas. Baby

feeders. Brad Pitts. Whamwhams.

The women swish their feet in the pool, not a single fucking

care in the world.

CASSIE

There’s a variety of nicknames to

choose from for whatever the hell

you like to call these cursed fat

sacks. Wouldn’t change the fact

that these breasts you see before

you are filled to the nipple with

cancer.

They smoke cigarettes and pass a whiskey bottle.

CASSIE

By the time you read this book, or

what will most likely be made into

a shitty movie, both of us will be

worm food.

She lowers her black shades, eyes piercing.

CASSIE

And if you came here looking for

some hope, well, I’m sorry. This

ain’t Eat, Pray, Love.

Their feet SWISH and KICK in the water.
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INT. FREE CLINIC - EXAM ROOM - DAY

SUPERIMPOSE: DAY 1.

LENA KELLY(29),the blonde, waits for the Doctor while

playing with something she shouldn’t be playing with.

CASSIE (V.O.)

Day One, D-Day or, as I like to

call it: HA HA HA TIME TO DIE NOW

BITCH! The day you find out your

body has failed you. Your time is

over. Your number is up. Day One.

The day you realize you fucking

suck at life.

Of course she breaks that something and quickly stashes it

in her bag.

CASSIE (V.O.)

They say that each woman’s day one

is different, but that we’re all

connected by the same tragedy. What

kind of Chicken Soup for the Soul

shit is that?

FEMALE DOCTOR enters the room, and mouths the words that

Cassie speaks.

CASSIE (V.O.)

Advanced. Metastatic. Stage four.

Terminal cancer. I’m sorry.

Surprisingly, Lena is nonchalant.

LENA

Yeah, I figured I would die like

this. Either this or get hit by a

bus. School bus. Blood everywhere.

Kids would freak out. The images of

my death would ruin one, maybe two

kids’ life.

FEMALE DOCTOR

Uh. Let’s go over some treatment

opt--

LENA

Nah. I’m good. Gonna ride this one

out.

(beat)

You guy’s have take-away candy

or...wait! What about those cheap

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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LENA (cont’d)
wacky toys? Like glasses with a

mustache and a huge schnoz. Those

are good!

FEMALE DOCTOR

That’s the dentist.

LENA

That reminds me.

She grabs Female Doctor’s notepad and writes.

LENA

Cancel. All. Future. Dental work.

She rips the page and pockets it in her cleavage as she

walks out.

CASSIE (V.O.)

Are the doctors really sorry, or

are they just doing their job which

includes saying I’m sorry. Do they

think we appreciate the sympathy?

How about a "fuck man, that sucks"

or "shit dude, life blows" or even

a "HA HA HA thank god it’s not me."

At least that would feel more

honest.

INT. LENA’S APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM - DAY

An eclectic apartment with vintage clothes scattered about,

antique nick-knacks, books, guitars, and other hipster

trinkets.

CASSIE (V.O.)

People are funny in times of

tragedy. Giving away their baked

goods and casseroles to a dying

person. Now that’s comedy. And

wasteful.

Smoke billows from the floor.

Sprawled out like some cat, smoking a joint, is Lena.

CASSIE (V.O.)

People are always shocked when

others miss an opportunity to save

a life from tragedy. They say

things like "Of course I would go

(MORE)
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CASSIE (V.O.) (cont’d)
back and save the baby from the

fire!" or "How could that woman not

jump into the Pacific Ocean

whirlpool, fight the Loch Ness

Monster with her fists and save

that blind decaying dog from

drowning!"

She grabs a COOKIE from a Tupperware container next to her.

CASSIE (V.O.)

It’s amazing how quickly absent

those same people are when the

hypothetical is a reality.

Suitcase in hand, EAMES(27), a bearded young man, walks over

Lena and out the door.

CASSIE (V.O.)

And to be honest? I can’t blame

anyone for walking the fuck out.

I’m healthy. You’re not. I’m

strong. You’re dying. Survival of

the fittest and all the shit.

Eames leaving doesn’t phase Lena. Nothing does at this

moment. All she has is this here carpet floor, her joint

and...

LENA

Such a fucking good cookie.

On a table, a PICTURE of Lena and Eames holding each other.

The frame says: LENA & EAMES FOREVER.

Lena takes a long drag off her joint.

CASSIE (V.O.)

I remember my Day One like the

first time my college boyfriend

tricked me into doing anal.

EXT. DOWNTOWN LA - DAY

Landscape a tall building set against a bright early

morning. No sign of people. No sign of cars. You can hear

the buildings whisper. A homeless person shiver.

CASSIE (V.O.)

I wasn’t always this crass. There

was a time when I was a completely

(MORE)
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CASSIE (V.O.) (cont’d)
different person. Thinking that

life actually mattered.

INT. GYM - DAY

The only person in the gym is a young, determined, All-

American woman: CASSIE REED(29), the brunette.

Thud. Thud. Thud. She runs on a TREADMILL at a fast pace.

Headphones clinging to her ears. Sweat seeps at the top of

her shirt.

She increases the speed. Not enough. Faster and faster she

goes. Nothing slows her down. Not her headphones falling out

of her ears. Not a shoelace that has come untied. She runs.

She just runs.

INT. CASSIE’S PENTHOUSE - DAY

Clean. Crisp. Elegant. Not a thing out of place with a view

to die for.

Cassie begins a ritual she has done her entire life: She

showers. Shaves her legs. Clips her toenails. Does her hair.

Brushes her teeth. Flosses. Tongue scrapes. Stares at the

mirror as she puts on a sharp black business suit.

She cooks two eggs, not three not one. One piece of toast,

puts the other half away.

Dices half a banana, folds up the other half, places it in

the fridge. She makes French press coffee.

She pours a small glass of orange juice.

With views of downtown buildings right outside the window,

Cassie eats at her little breakfast nook.

She flips through the Wall Street Journal. Checks her watch.

It’s time to go.

EXT. STREET - DAY

The streets have become busy with people and cars now.

Amongst them is Cassie, holding her briefcase and coffee

thermal. Cassie doesn’t walk; she struts.
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EXT. TALL BUILDING - DAY

Cassie walks up the long steps and into a very tall

building.

INT. TALL BUILDING - ELEVATOR - DAY

In the middle of the packed elevator is Cassie. While others

fidget and look down, Cassie stares straight ahead.

The elevator becomes lighter as each person gets off on each

lower floor, one-by-one, until only Cassie is left.

TOP FLOOR and alone. Just like her life. Cassie exits.

INT. BRIDGEWATER INVESTMENTS - LOBBY - DAY

SIGN: BRIDGEWATER INVESTMENTS.

Cassie passes through the lobby.

FEMALE RECEPTIONIST

Morning, Miss Reed.

But Cassie is already through the doors.

INT. BRIDGEWATER INVESTMENTS - CUBICLES - DAY - CONTINUOUS

Cassie passes by bustling cubicles. All men. All on their

phones. All talking extremely fast. A few men stop and watch

Cassie walk by each cubicle.

INT. BRIDGEWATER INVESTMENTS - OFFICES - DAY

DOOR: THE OFFICE OF CASSIE REED

She enters.

INT. BRIDGEWATER INVESTMENTS - CASSIE’S OFFICE - DAY

JEFF(23), Cassie’s male receptionist, stands as she enters.

JEFF

Good morning, Miss--

CASSIE

I need Mark Stangard on the phone

in twenty minutes. Schedule a time

(MORE)
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CASSIE (cont’d)
to talk with Bill this afternoon.

Move my call with Dinko Tech to

three.

JEFF

Miss Reed?

CASSIE

Yes.

JEFF

Your doctor appointment is in

thirty minutes.

CASSIE

Shit. I completely forgot. Can you

move it? Move it.

JEFF

It’s the 7th time we’ve moved it.

It’s routine checkup. You should

just get it over with.

Cassie exhales.

CASSIE

Fine. Make sure I can talk to Bill

this afternoon. I will be back in

an hour.

INT. CASSIE’S PORSCHE - DAY

Stalled on the freeway, Cassie listens to the monotone hell

that is public radio.

In the car next to her, A LITTLE GIRL(8) WAVES.

Cassie looks at the girl, does nothing, and turns her head

back towards the road.

INT. HOSPITAL - WAITING ROOM - DAY

Cassie waits. Examines the people. Coughing. Sneezing.

Everyone looks weak compared to her. She’s stronger than all

of them.

Sitting with her mother, that same Little Girl WAVES at

Cassie. Cassie slightly raises an eyebrow.
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INT. HOSPITAL - EXAM ROOM - DAY

In a gown, Cassie sits on the gurney. Her feet dangle. That

bothers her.

She gets a small foot stool and places it under gurney. Her

feet rest perfectly.

DR. McMURPHY(50), an Irish Santa Claus looking man, walks

into the room.

DR. MCMURPHY

Well, hello. Miss Reed. I’m glad we

finally got you in here.

CASSIE

I don’t smoke. I only drink red

wine. I run six miles a day. I do

yoga three times a week. Meditate

twice a week. I play in a tennis

league. I eat a mainly gluten free,

paleo diet. And I feel absolutely

perfect.

DR. MCMURPHY

Well my work here is done.

Dr. McMurphy smiles.

DR. MCMURPHY

Why don’t we just check some things

out first.

Dr. McMurphy goes through the same ol’ tricks checking her

ears, her eyes, her mouth, her heart, her vagina, each time

finishing with...

DR. MCMURPHY

Mmhmm.

To which Cassie rolls her eyes.

DR. MCMURPHY

OK. Now let’s check your breasts.

Always awkward, Dr. McMurphy feels Cassie’s breasts. This

time for a little longer than usual.

CASSIE

Getting a nice feel aren’t ya Doc?

Dr. McMurphy doesn’t respond, keeps feeling her breasts.

(CONTINUED)
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DR. MCMURPHY

Interesting.

CASSIE

What?

DR. MCMURPHY

I’m feeling a lump.

CASSIE

A lump.

DR. MCMURPHY

A lump. Two. Maybe more.

CASSIE

Lumps aren’t good.

DR. MCMURPHY

Lumps are not good.

INT. HOSPITAL - BLOOD STATION - DAY

Needle sucks up the blood from Cassie’s veins. Vial after

vial filled with "contaminated" blood.

INT. HOSPITAL - SCANNER ROOM - DAY

Cassie lays stiff as a board, going through the scanner that

examines her cancer-filled body.

INT. HOSPITAL - X-RAY ROOM - DAY

Cassie gets numerous X-Rays done.

INT. HOSPITAL - WAITING ROOM - DAY

Dr. McMurphy pats Cassie on the back. He walks away leaving

Cassie cold and numb.

The same Little Girl WAVES at Cassie.

CASSIE (V.O.)

For a long time, I thought that

little girl was the devil who

planted this death seed deep in my

tits.
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INT. BRIDGEWATER INVESTMENTS - CASSIE’S OFFICE - DAY

Cassie sits emotionless at her desk. Clear sky. The sun

glares brightly behind her.

CASSIE (V.O.)

Even the weather seemed to be

mocking me on Day One.

Cassie pulls down the blinds, blocking everything out. She

sits in darkness at her desk.

KNOCK at the door.

BOB(58), a Senior Partner at Bridgewater enters.

BOB

Cassie?

Bob can’t see shit it’s so dark.

BOB

Are you in here?..

He runs into the wall.

BOB

...Ouch!

Bob turns on the light.

Cassie squints her eyes, annoyed.

BOB

I know why you wanted to talk and

yes you deserve a partnership title

for bringing in the Wilkins

account. You’re getting it. I just

have to pass a few things by the

board. But you have to be patient.

Give me a month or two. Okay?

Cassie?

CASSIE

I got to go.

BOB

When you going to be back?

CASSIE

Never.

With that, Cassie walks out, leaving Bob confused.

(CONTINUED)
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BOB

See ya tomorrow!

INT. BAR - DAY

At the counter, Cassie sits alone behind a strong, pink

Cosmo.

CASSIE (V.O.)

Cosmos really lose the whole

cuteness aspect when your life is

one big turd.

Down at the other end of the bar sits Lena with a half dozen

shots laid before her.

One-by-one she downs the hatch, as a MALE BARTENDER watches

her go at it.

MALE BARTENDER

I’m impressed.

Lena PUKES.

MALE BARTENDER

OK. Think you’ve had enough--

LENA

I have terminal breast cancer,

dickhead!

Male Bartender reconsiders and pours her another shot and

walks away. For the first time all day, Cassie smiles.

CASSIE

(yells down the bar)

I have breast cancer too!

LENA

You think this is some club or

something?

CASSIE

No. I just thought--

LENA

Are you looking for a friend? A

cancer buddy?

CASSIE

No.

(CONTINUED)
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LENA

I’m sure you have pussy stage one

canc--

CASSIE

Stage four. I found out today.

LENA

Touche’.

Lena raises her glass, as does Cassie. They drink.

CASSIE (V.O.)

Lena and I weren’t happy mind you.

We were just bonding. Like people

do. Except in our case, we were

bonding over boobs, booze and

death.

Lena joins Cassie.

CASSIE

How long have you, you know.

LENA

Call it what it is. Cancer. Cancer.

Cancer. Scream it. CANCER!

Cassie takes a sip of her overpriced Cosmo.

CASSIE

Woo hoo.

LENA

Two weeks for me. Oddly enough,

it’s been two weeks since I’ve had

breakfast outside of a bar.

CASSIE

Just quit my job. Didn’t see the

point.

LENA

What did you do?

CASSIE

Investing. Big company.

LENA

Worked your ass off all your life

to get there I bet. Put off your

social life, friends, love, evening

owning a dog to get where you are

at. Am I right?

(CONTINUED)
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CASSIE

Pretty much.

LENA

And look at me. A fleeting musician

who spent most of her days high and

daydreaming, at the same place that

you’re at. Imagine that. You’re

like that guy. What’s his name. Jim

something. Wrote a bunch of books

about the benefits of jogging. Then

died of a heart attack from

jogging.

Lena takes a shot. Cassie sips on that truth.

CASSIE

You married?

LENA

Nope. You?

CASSIE

Nope. Boyfriend?

LENA

Nope. You?

CASSIE

Nope. Family?

LENA

Nope. You?

CASSIE

My father is still alive. Lives in

Oregon. Haven’t spoken to him since

he got out of jail.

LENA

For what?

CASSIE

Drunk driving. Killed my mother.

Lena slow CLAPS.

LENA

Man, you are one depressing bitch.

Lena smiles, Cassie soft-laughs. Lena extends her hand.

(CONTINUED)
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LENA

Lena.

CASSIE

Cassie.

Lena downs one more shot.

LENA

Let’s get some pancakes Sylvia

Plath.

INT. BRITE SPOT FAMILY RESTAURANT - DAY

24 hour breakfast place, ripe with interesting patrons.

Lena sits behind a plate of everything: sausage, bacon,

Canadian bacon, pancakes, and french toast.

LENA

Fuck fruit.

Lena pours syrup on everything as Cassie watches in awe.

LENA

I love breakfast at all hours of

the day. No matter what time you

have breakfast, you always feel

fresh afterward. New again.

Lena jumps in and eats. Cassie sips her coffee.

CASSIE

What kind of treatment are you

doing?

LENA

The none kind.

CASSIE

You’re not doing treatment?

LENA

My chances, and yours, of surviving

are none.

CASSIE

It’s thirteen percent.

LENA

You’ve ever had thirteen percent of

anything and actually enjoyed it?

(CONTINUED)
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CASSIE

That’s average. I’m above average

so--

Lena eats, Cassie coffee drinks.

LENA

Why would I want to spend my last

days hopped up, drugged out and

filled with false hope? No way. Not

me.

CASSIE

So that’s it. You’re okay with

dying?

LENA

It’s easy to accept things when you

never expected much in the first

place.

Lena eats, Cassie almost unsure.

CASSIE

Well. I think there’s a chance to

beat this. There has to be.

Options. Treatments. Something.

LENA

To each her own.

CASSIE

I did all this work to get to where

I am in life.

LENA

And now you’re here.

CASSIE

I feel lied to. Betrayed.

LENA

You were. You bought into the lie

that your life was of value. But

it’s not. Everyone is a fly. You

buzz around from wall to wall. Oh,

this wall is nice. No. Need a new

wall now. That one over there.

Never happy. Never satisfied. And

then you die. Nothing more. Nothing

less. Black. Black. Black.

(CONTINUED)
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CASSIE

Now who’s this Sylvia Plath?

LENA

(quoting)

With me, the present is forever,

and forever is always shifting,

flowing, melting. This second is

life. And when it is gone it is

dead. But you can’t start over with

each new second. You have to judge

by what is dead. It’s like

quicksand,

(beat)

hopeless from the start.

Lena eats. Cassie drinks.

LENA

What were you even working for?

Were you even happy?

(beat)

Was it all worth it? There’s no

denying the truth in that...

Cassie ignores that bit of truthful niceness.

LENA

...What time is it?

CASSIE

Three.

LENA

Shit. Come on.

INT. HIGH SCHOOL GYM - DAY

In a circle of chairs, a support group for WOMEN with

terminal breast cancer. The amount of COUGHING and CANCER

HEADBANDS/CAPS would make Walmart smile in profit.

Of course, the group is led by a MAN.

Nametag: HELLO! PHIL

A guy you just want to punch in the fucking mouth because

he’s always fucking smiling.

PHIL

Ladies! You need to live in the now

and enjoy what you have now! No

(MORE)
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PHIL (cont’d)
time for sadness. Only now! NOW!

And we have each other. We can be

strong together. Give a big hug to

the world. Don’t spit at the world

because you’re mad. Spitting is

bad. Hug the world. Hug it!

He demonstrates on an unwilling WOMAN.

PHIL

Hug. Hugging is good.

(then)

No spit. Spitting. Bad. He spits on

the ground.

Cassie and Lena stumble in.

LENA

Phil was obviously a baseball

coach.

WOMEN’S GROUP LAUGH, COUGH.

Lena and Cassie take a seat.

PHIL

Glad you could join us today, Lena.

LENA

I come here for the free coffee.

PHIL

Who is this you brought with us?

CASSIE

Cassie.

PHIL

Breast cancer?

CASSIE

Stage four.

PHIL

I feel your pain.

LENA

You don’t even have breasts.

PHIL

Some days, I feel like I do.

Lena and Cassie examine to see if he has man-boobs.

(CONTINUED)
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PHIL

Would you like to share with us,

Cassie?

CASSIE

I don’t really--

PHIL

Come on. It will be good.

CASSIE

I’m really not---

PHIL

Please, Cass--

LENA

She said she don’t wanna talk. So

she don’t wanna talk. You don’t get

the satisfaction of knowing her

feelings. What makes you have the

right to know how she’s feeling or

how I’m feeling? Who are you?

You’re just a stranger with a

resume and a name tag. You don’t

deserve to know who I am. You don’t

deserve to know who she is.

SILENCE.

PHIL

You see, group? That’s someone

spitting at the world.

Cassie looks at Lena, heartfelt. Even though Cassie didn’t

say it, something felt good about that. Something feels good

about Lena; her philosophy.

INT. CASSIE’S PENTHOUSE - NIGHT

Cassie paces with phone in hand, practicing.

CASSIE

Dad. I have cancer. I’m dying. Not

like you care.

CUT TO:

AS SHE WAS.

(CONTINUED)
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CASSIE

Dad. Fuck you.

CUT TO:

CASSIE

I hate you for killing mom. Oh and

I’m dying.

CUT TO:

CASSIE

You stupid piece of shit.

CUT TO:

CASSIE

I know we haven’t spoken in years.

And I don’t know how to put this.

But, I have cancer and I’m dying.

Let’s talk.

In her hand, the PHONE RINGS.

CASSIE

Hello?

INT. LENA’S APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT - CONTINUOUS

On the floor, Lena’s on the phone, smoking a joint.

LENA

How’d the asshole take it?

INTERCUT PHONE CONVERSATION:

CASSIE

I haven’t even called.

LENA

Want me to prank call him? Do some

sort of "your daughter is dying

bit," but actually it’s true?

CASSIE

That’s not really a prank call.

LENA

Right. You’re right. I’m pretty

high right now. Think I see

unicorns.

(CONTINUED)
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CASSIE

I should probably go to bed.

Meeting with doctors tomorrow.

LENA

Right. I’d say good luck but both

you and I know that’s a waste of

time.

Cassie half-smiles.

CASSIE

Night.

LENA

Night.

Lena lays on the floor, another pull from the joint.

INT. HOSPITAL - EXAM ROOM - DAY

DAY 2-30.

Cassie spaces out as Dr. McMurphy goes over treatment.

CASSIE (V.O.)

I wanted to reject Lena’s negative

nihilistic attitude, but I knew she

was right.

INT. HOSPITAL - BLOOD STATION - DAY

Needle sucks up the blood from Cassie’s veins. Vial after

vial filled with "contaminated" blood.

INT. HOSPITAL - SCANNER ROOM - DAY

Cassie lays stiff as a board, going through a scanner.

INT. GYM - DAY

Cassie running on the treadmill, wheezing. She has to stop,

spits blood.
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INT. HOSPITAL - CHEMO ROOM - DAY

Cassie receiving chemotherapy treatment.

EXT. GRIFFITH PARK - DAY

Cassie hiking, but has to stop well short of the top. A

HAPPY COUPLE pass her by. She loathes them.

INT. HOSPITAL - BLOOD STATION - DAY

Blood sucked out of Cassie.

INT. CASSIE’S PENTHOUSE - DAY

Cassie scribbling a letter to her dad.

COUGHS. Blood gets on the paper.

She crumples the page and tosses it.

INT. HOSPITAL - CHEMO ROOM - DAY

More pointless chemo for Cassie.

INT. GYM - DAY

Cassie struggles to walk on the treadmill.

INT. HOSPITAL - CHEMO ROOM - DAY

More chemo. Cassie is pale. She looks terrible. Worst than

before. The chemo has drained her.

INT. HOSPITAL - BLOOD STATION - DAY

Blood. More blood drained from Cassie.

INT. CASSIE’S PENTHOUSE - NIGHT

Cassie is at her laptop computer. An EMAIL is up and the

words, "Dad. I have cancer" stand before her. The cursor

blinking like a heartbeat, wanting her to type more.

She closes the laptop.
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INT. GYM - DAY

Cassie sits on the treadmill. Walking has become impossible.

INT. HOSPITAL - EXAM ROOM - DAY

Dr. McMurphy bringing in a new DOCTOR with a folder.

CASSIE (V.O.)

With every test. A new doctor. A

new, different treatment. One that

shines in luxury store fronts: PICK

ME! BUY ME! Nothing more than just

an object. A wasted piece of money.

A wasted piece of time.

EXT. GRIFFITH PARK - DAY

Cassie sits on a bench at the base of the mountain. She

looks sick, pale, drained. No hiking for Cassie. Right now

she’s just watching happy people go on with their lives.

Walking. Healthy. Mocking her.

Cassie takes a hit from a joint, COUGHS.

FANTASY: All is calm. Sunny and warm. MULTIPLE happy

STRAIGHT and GAY COUPLES walk hand in hand up the mountain,

a family picnics nearby, a dog wags his tail.

On the bench, a now-healthy looking Cassie smiles, observes

the delightful peacefulness.

Suddenly, Cassie pulls out a machine gun and starts shooting

at everyone and the dog. Blood everywhere.

She moves to a ROCKET LAUNCHER, she fires it, taking out the

HOLLYWOOD SIGN.

SILENCE.

END FANTASY:

Cassie chuckles on the bench; she coughs.

That dog takes a piss on her car tire.
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INT. BRITE SPOT FAMILY RESTAURANT - DAY

In between coughs, Lena scarfs down a full breakfast.

Dry and shriveled, Cassie struggles to pick up her coffee.

LENA

Has anyone told you that ya look

like shit?

CASSIE

Fuck you.

LENA

Finally! Some spirit! Some spunk!

We’ve been coming here every

morning and this is the first time

I actually see a human being!

CASSIE

I can’t take this anymore. These

drugs they got me on has made me a

zombie.

LENA

Zombies are very popular these

days. You should capitalize on it.

CASSIE

Nothing is working. I feel worse

than before.

Lena looks around a spots a shitty PICTURE of a convertible

going down the highway.

Light bulb goes off.

LENA

We need to go somewhere.

CASSIE

Where?

LENA

Who cares.

CASSIE

We’re just going to drive?

LENA

Drive ’til we die!

(CONTINUED)
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CASSIE

I’m doing the treatment. I think I

can beat this. I--

LENA

You are dead. I am dead. We’re two

single, lonely women with nothing

to lose. You have money. Let’s cash

it all in and just go, man. Just

fucking go.

CASSIE

I can’t do it.

LENA

Yeah, I thought so. Figured you’re

still hanging on to hope. Worth a

shot.

Lena eats her food.

INT. CASSIE’S PENTHOUSE - DAY

Cassie is on the phone.

CASSIE

So you think it’s best if we try

something more aggressive?

(beat)

Uh-huh.

(beat)

Uh-huh.

(beat)

It’s worked on eight percent of

patients. Is that good?

(beat)

It’s actually three percent? How

did you mess that up?

(beat)

Uh-huh.

(beat)

Tomorrow. Nine AM. Sure. Bye.

Cassie lays down on her bed.

She pulls up an old PHOTO: a MAN(DAD), arm around WOMAN(MOM)

and holding a YOUNG GIRL(CASSIE).

Cassie stares at picture, she breaks down and cries.

PHONE RINGS. Cassie picks it up.

(CONTINUED)
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LENA (O.S.)

Are you ready to go?

Cassie SOFT LAUGHS, brushes her tears away, sniffles.

EXT. HIGHWAY - DAY

Stillness of the road. A rodent scrambles across.

A 1968 Cherry Mustang Convertible roars past.

SUPERIMPOSE: DAY WHO THE FUCK CARES.

INT. CHERRY MUSTANG - DAY

Top down, black shades, hair whipping in the wind.

LENA

Woohoo! So glad I talked you into

trading your modern machine for

this classic.

CASSIE

I can’t believe you talked me into

this trip. Where are we even going?

LENA

I have a plan.

CASSIE

What is it?

LENA

We head up the coast to Oregon.

You’re going to confront your

father.

Cassie GRINDS the car to a halt and swerves over to the side

of the road.

CASSIE

No.

LENA

Come on! You have to see him before

you die.

CASSIE

No. I don’t have to nor do I even

want to.

(CONTINUED)
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LENA

You’ll regret this.

CASSIE

I’m dying. There’s no regret after

death.

LENA

True.

CASSIE

Look. We can drive anywhere we

want. We can even drive straight

off a cliff. But if you insist we

drive to see my father, I’ll turn

this fucking car right around.

They look at each other.

LENA

Ok. We won’t go to Oregon.

With that, Cassie turns up the radio, some TOP 40 shit, and

heads off down the highway.

INT. CHERRY MUSTANG - LATER

CASSIE

We’ve been driving for an hour and

we have no plan yet. Maybe we

should turn back.

LENA

Hey! We don’t need a plan. Did your

life plan work out well?

CASSIE

No.

LENA

Exactly. Let’s just go where the

road takes us.

BILLBOARD: WORLD’S LARGEST PIECE OF PEWTER! EXIT 1/2 MILE!

Lena stares at the sign as they pass it.

LENA

A sign!

(CONTINUED)
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CASSIE

What?

LENA

Pewter!

CASSIE

Huh?!

LENA

Turnoff up here. We’re going to see

the largest piece of pewter!

CASSIE

Is this something to be excited

about?

LENA

The road wants us to see this. We

must obey it.

Cassie pulls off the highway exit.

EXT. ABANDONED SHACK - DAY

Lena and Cassie stare silently at an abandoned shack that

reads: YOU DID IT! WORLD’S BIGGEST PIECE OF PEWTER! JOKES ON

YOU!

This is...

CASSIE

The worst joke I have ever seen.

LENA

I don’t even know what I’m looking

at.

All of a sudden, a shingle flies off the shack roof and

heads towards the ladies.

Cassie ducks, Lena doesn’t flinch as the shingle narrowly

misses her head.

LENA

So close to being killed by the

worst inside joke of all-time. It

would’ve been the perfect death.

Accidental. Bloody. I wouldn’t be

remembered by just-another-number

breast cancer death. I would’ve

been the woman who died from pewter

(MORE)
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LENA (cont’d)
decapitation. I’m pissed that

didn’t happen.

Cassie cracks up laughing.

LENA

It’s not funny! My chance of being

remembered is gone!

Cassie laughs, rolls around.

LENA

Bitch.

Lena lightly kicks a laughing Cassie. Lena sits in the car,

waiting for Cassie to stop laughing.

LENA

Can we go?!

Cassie can’t stop laughing.

LENA

Your vagina smells.

Cassie snaps out of it.

CASSIE

Wait. What? Really?

LENA

No. I just knew that’d make you

stop laughing.

INT. STORE - DAY

An uncomfortable mix between camping supply shop, hippie

haven, and a water bed store.

Cassie and Lena walk in to the awe of it all.

Lena spots a lonely and nerdy CASHIER BOY and stops Cassie.

LENA

I’m gonna go get us some supplies.

You keep lover boy busy.

Lena pats her bag and splits off from a confused Cassie who

just stands there.

(CONTINUED)
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CASSIE

I have money?

Cashier Boy notices Cassie and starts to get nervous.

Cassie is unsure.

Lena sees the hesitation and urges her on with exaggerated

hand gestures.

CASSIE

Shhhhhhhhh! Stop!

She gathers herself and walks to the counter.

She smiles seductively to the shock of Cashier Boy.

Lena is looking around suspiciously while stuffing camping

supplies and tampons in her bag.

Cassie puts her purse down on the counter and just looks at

Cashier Boy. He’s shitting himself while she doesn’t have a

clue what to say.

CASSIE

Hey there big guy.

She fake punches Cashier Boy in the shoulder. He immediately

knocks over a DISPLAY.

Lena is walking by an LITTLE OLD LADY(85), who is shopping.

Lena spots something. Condoms and lube.

She butts in front of Little Old Lady and stashes the party

favors in her bag.

Little Old Lady gives Lena a disapproving look.

LENA

Oh. Were you wanting the lube?

Back at the counter. Both Cassie and Cashier Boy are

struggling to communicate.

CASSIE

So uh. You taken Managerial

Accounting yet?

Cashier Boy knocks over the PENNY DISH. Pennies go flying

everywhere.

Just then Lena comes speed walking back with her bag

obviously overflowing.

(CONTINUED)
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LENA

Didn’t have the right batteries.

I’ll be in the car. Thanks!

Cashier Boy starts to say something to Lena when Cassie

grabs the kid by the shirt and KISSES him.

The shock from everyone can be felt like a thunder clap.

INT. CHERRY MUSTANG - DAY

Cassie and Lena drive in silence.

Not a peep while they push on down the highway.

Lena is about to EXPLODE. She can barely contain herself.

Cassie keeps peeking over to see if Lena is looking at her.

She can feel her stare. She just can’t take it any longer.

CASSIE

He had an innocent face!

Lena is unleashed.

LENA

He looked innocent because he was

15!

Cassie doesn’t say anything. Just stares ahead.

After a long beat, Cassie can’t contain her smile. Lena

starts to smile too. They both finally share a laugh.

EXT. HIGHWAY - DAY

The Cherry Mustang screams down the road past a sign for

JOSHUA TREE.

EXT. JOSHUA TREE - NIGHT

A CAMPFIRE roars with small cracks of the wood permeating

the dark silence of the ROCK FORMATIONS.

Cassie and Lena are sitting on rocks, drinking beer, and

smoking.

(CONTINUED)
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CASSIE

What am I doing?

LENA

Other than being a pedophile?

Cassie shoots her the death look.

CASSIE

I mean. So what? We’re going to

just drive? And go where?

LENA

You think too much.

Lena passes Cassie a joint and jumps up like giving a

presentation.

CASSIE

What are you doing?

LENA

We are going on an adventure.

(pointing up at the sky)

The invisible bearded white Middle

Eastern man in the sky said BOOM

tit cancer? Well I say, BOOM, let’s

make a list of shit we gonna do

before that asshat takes us.

CASSIE

What are you talking about?

Lena grabs Cassie’s BEER right out of her hand and rips off

the LABEL.

CASSIE

Hey!

She repeats on her beer and searches through her bag.

CASSIE

You wanna tell me what the fuck

you’re doing?

LENA

I’m looking for the marker I

bought.

CASSIE

Stole.
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LENA

What?

CASSIE

Stole. The marker you stole.

Lena waves that notion off.

LENA

You know what I mean.

(beat)

Ah ha! Here it is!

Lena comes up with a MARKER and hands it to Cassie.

CASSIE

And?

LENA

Three things you wanna do before

you croak.

CASSIE

I don’t know.

LENA

You don’t know? You’re tits are

going to explode poison all through

your body but you don’t know what

you want to do? Didn’t you ever

want to do something crazy?

CASSIE

I mean--

LENA

Who am I kidding? You haven’t taken

a risk that wasn’t calculated since

the 2nd grade. Hell I bet you

figured you’d get off light if

someone saw you kissing Justin

Bieber back there.

Cassie mopes a bit.

CASSIE

I just want to die and fade away.

Lena’s had enough.

LENA

Get your ass up!

Lena gets Cassie to her feet.
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CASSIE

Just hand me the whiskey bottle.

LENA

Strip.

CASSIE

Huh?

LENA

Strip. Your clothes. You look like

you had a bad day at H&R Block.

CASSIE

And what am I supposed to wear? The

tent?

Lena holds up a Bohemian looking outfit. Cool and sexy.

LENA

I bought ya a little something.

CASSIE

Sto--

LENA

Oh just take your fucking clothes

off. Let them puppies breathe!

Cassie strips off her clothes to an astonished Lena who is

looking her up and down.

Cassie is confused.

CASSIE

What?

Lena walks up a calmly and casually puts her hand underneath

one of Cassie’s breasts and pushes it up and down checking

it out.

LENA

Shit’s like memory foam.

Lena grabs Cassie’s old clothes and throws them in the fire.

They both watch the clothes burn.

LATER

Cassie is writing on the beer LABEL.

1) See Big Sur.
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2) Fly in a hot air balloon.

3) Fall in love.

Cassie starts to erase #3 but leaves it.

Lena is off walking around the darkness looking up at the

sky with a WHISKEY BOTTLE in her hand.

Lena starts to HOWL at the MOON.

Over and over. Louder and louder.

Cassie smiles a little.

Lena comes over to Cassie in a rush.

LENA

You got your list made?

CASSIE

Yea. I just wrote down some silly

stuff like--

Lena puts her hands over her ears and starts LALALAING to

herself.

LENA

Don’t fucking tell me! You do that

you’ll fuck it all up?

Cassie has no earthly idea what she’s talking about.

LENA

The list. You keep it to yourself.

Once we do something, the other has

to guess what the item was. So it’s

a surprise!

CASSIE

Ok? Soooo-

LENA

It’s simple. I got my list right

here.

Lena grabs the list out of her CLEAVAGE.

CASSIE

Classy.

(CONTINUED)
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LENA

I look at this list and I think,

Vegas.

Cassie lights up a bit.

CASSIE

I’ve only been there twice, both

times some bull shit financial

conference. Three days of fat

sweaty old man rubbing their man

parts all over you.

LENA

Vomit.

CASSIE

So Vegas?

LENA

Vegas.

CASSIE

Vegas?

Lena starts to smile.

Then starts to chant into the darkness of Joshua Tree.

LENA

Ve-gas! Ve-gas! Ve-gas!

Cassie joins in.

CASSIE

Ve-gas! Ve-gas! Ve-gas!

LENA

Ve-gas! Ve-gas! Ve-gas!

A lone WOLF perches on top of a beautiful ROCK FORMATION and

HOWLS away.

INT. MYSTERY CAR - NIGHT

A MYSTERY MAN is sitting in the dark. Only thing that can be

made out is a CIGARETTE that he is smoking while he watches

Cassie and Lena from afar.
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EXT. LAS VEGAS - NIGHT

An orgy of lights and chaos overflows around them as they

drive in awe down the strip.

The Cherry Mustang gleams and reflects the controlled

madness.

EXT. THE CROMWELL - VALET - DAY

A VALET(30), awaits as the Cherry Mustang swings up the

drive.

He opens the doors for Lena and races around to do the same

for Cassie.

Sunglasses come off. It’s game time.

LENA

Giddy-up.

EXT. THE CROMWELL - POOL - DAY

The sun is scorching as the pool is ripe with activity.

Drinking. Fun. Games.

Cassie and Lena strut by the eager COLLEGE-AGE STUDENTS that

fall all over themselves when they both pass by in their

BIKINIS.

CASSIE

Looks like you got some fans.

Lena yells at the College-Age Students.

LENA

Like you’d know what to do with it

if you got it.

On down the row of sunbathing chairs until they find two

side by side.

They dig in for the day.

POOL WAITRESS(21), cute and sexy, comes by.

POOL WAITRESS

Can I get you guys something to

drink?
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LENA

Why yes you may!

CASSIE

It’s 10:30 in the morning!

LENA

You’re right.

(beat)

Can we get two bloody marys please?

POOL WAITRESS

No problem.

Pool Waitress leaves and Lena looks over for approval.

CASSIE

Bitch.

They both laugh.

LATER

Cassie has her feet dangling in the water as she watches

Lena dive in the water from the other end.

UNDERWATER:

Lena glides through the water like a Dolphin. Effortless.

Her perfect body glistens in the water while the sunlight

sparkles her long hair.

Swimming farther and farther with every stroke.

TOPSIDE:

Cassie sits lightly SPLASHING the water with her feet,

bloody mary in hand.

Lena comes up from the water slow motion style.

CASSIE (V.O.)

I’ve never been into girls. But

watching her come out of the water

that day. It was magical.
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INT. THE CROMWELL - NIGHT

Lena and Cassie are throwing em down at the CRAPS TABLE.

Crowds are CHEERING as Lena gets ready to roll the dice.

She stops and puts the dice up to Cassie’s face.

LENA

Blow me baby.

Shocked at first, Cassie gets guys SHOUTING for her to do

it.

She locks eyes with Lena, then seductively BLOWS on the dice

to the delight of the raucous crowd.

Lena WINGS the dice down the table.

The crowd oozing with anticipation of the outcome.

7.

ERUPTION.

Lena grabs the first guy she sees and KISSES him

passionately.

INT. THE CROMWELL - DRAI’S NIGHTCLUB - NIGHT

Electric scene. Bottle service. Sheek. Dynamic. POW.

Cassie and Lena make their way onto the DANCE FLOOR.

Lights FLASH as the room seems to slow down and focus only

on the dance of the doomed.

LATER

SHOTS, SHOTS, and more SHOTS.

Cassie and Lena pair up with some BIG SHOTS and keep lining

em up.

DOUCHEY CLUB ANNOUNCER(28), is walking around with a

MICROPHONE, barking out drink specials.

DOUCHEY CLUB ANNOUNCER

$4 jello shots ladies. Get on the

bar before the bar gets on top of

you. Ha-ha! Boom.

The dude exudes ’stache pedophile deviant.
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Lena sees her chance and grabs the microphone from Douchey

Club Announcer. Then hops on top of the bar where she dances

like a crazy person.

SOME CHICK SONG COMES ON.

Lena SINGS her heart out to a mesmerized bar crowd.

People start to get into it and sing right back to her.

CASSIE(V.O)

Lena didn’t give a fuck. I liked

that about her. Seeing her up

there. Not caring what people

thought. It was inspiring. Or maybe

it was the 13 Cosmos I had.

Details.

Cassie and Lena share a beautiful moment of pure happiness.

The bar fades out to the best harmonized drunk Vegas singing

you’ve ever heard.

INT. STRIP CLUB - NIGHT

Vodka fueled vagina party. Two words. Fuck it.

LENA

Take it off mother fucker!

Cassie and Lena are paired up with the same BIG SHOTS who

have loosened up a bit.

EXT. STRIP CLUB - NIGHT

The foursome enter a LIMO.

INT. LIMO - NIGHT

Party time is the only time.

Champagne, joints, music, and "no you can’t look privacy

screen" is rolled up to the dismay of the DRIVER.
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EXT. LAS VEGAS - THE STRIP - NIGHT

Cassie stands up through the MOONROOF on the limo and

SCREAMS in delight as the LIGHTS flicker around her.

She’s free.

INT. THE CROMWELL - ELEVATOR - NIGHT

The foursome waits in silence.

Nobody moves. Nobody speaks.

They just look around at each other.

DING DING DING goes the bell as the go by floor by floor.

The group could care less. Their four mouths all

simultaneously start to smile together.

What a night.

DING. Time to get out.

INT. THE CROMWELL - HALLWAY - NIGHT

The drunken train wreck that is the foursome, bob and weave

up to their side-by-side rooms.

The girls gets out their ROOM KEYS when Lena also swipes

away Cassie’s room key.

CASSIE

Hey!

Lena hands the room keys to the respective Big Shots they

brought home.

Lena SLAPS hers on the butt on the way in.

LENA

Don’t start without me!

Attention all on Cassie as Lena walks up to her.

She stops uncomfortably close as Cassie is hesitant to stay

at that distance.

Lena starts to play with Cassie’s hair playfully.

Lena abruptly yells.

(CONTINUED)
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LENA

Fuck Cancer!

Cassie quickly perks up and screams with her.

CASSIE

Fuck Cancer!

INT. THE CROMWELL - CASSIE’S ROOM - NIGHT

Quiet. Dark. Cookie cutter Vegas room.

Clothes thrown about.

Cassie and BIG SHOT #1 are going at it pretty heavy on the

bed.

INT. THE CROMWELL - LENA’S ROOM - NIGHT

Same situation in Lena’s room, although Lena takes control

of the situation rather quickly.

She comes away with BIG SHOT #2’s BELT.

LENA

Safe word is mongoose.

She gives the belt a nice SMACK.

INT. THE CROMWELL - CASSIE’S ROOM - NIGHT

Cassie rolls over on top of Big Shot #1.

GROANING starts to come through the wall.

Cassie pauses.

BIG SHOT #1

Something wrong baby?

CASSIE

No. No nothing.

Cassie resumes.

She gets into it herself.
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INT. THE CROMWELL - LENA’S ROOM - NIGHT

Lena is rocking this guys universe as she recognizes the

GROANING coming from the next room.

She only slows down momentarily then resumes with a thunder.

LENA

Put your tray tables to the upright

and locked position. We’re getting

ready for take off.

A look of fear rushes over Big Shot #2.

INT. THE CROMWELL - CASSIE’S ROOM - NIGHT

Cassie continues to get louder in response to Lena.

INT. THE CROMWELL - LENA’S ROOM - NIGHT

Lena’s crushing this dude.

She starts to go full tilt.

Faster and faster. Louder and louder.

INT. THE CROMWELL - CASSIE’S ROOM - NIGHT

Cassie gets frustrated with the continued GROANING from the

other room.

CASSIE

Fucking little hippie bitch.

Cassie’s in it to win it.

BIG SHOT #1

You say something?

Cassie is lazer-focused. Escalation of her trumped up

ecstasy fills the room.

INT. THE CROMWELL - HALLWAY - NIGHT

An OLDER COUPLE is walking down the hallway and stops when

they hear the GROANING coming from the rooms.
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INT. THE CROMWELL - LENA’S ROOM - NIGHT

Lena locks in.

LENA

This how we do it in the hood

bitch.

Dude is terrified.

INT. THE CROMWELL - CASSIE’S ROOM - NIGHT

Big Shot #1 tries to stop her.

BIG SHOT #1

Hey. Can we ju--

Cassie stops dead mid pump and locks eyes with him.

CASSIE

You don’t finish the job I’ll crack

that mother fucker in half right

now.

BIG SHOT #1

But--

CASSIE

I was on the boy’s wrestling team

in high school. I got thighs of

steel. I’ll break that fucker off!

Big Shot #1 relents.

BIG SHOT #1

Carry on.

Cassie digs in.

INT. THE CROMWELL - LENA’S ROOM - NIGHT

Big Shot #2 might be passed out. No matter to Lena who is

BANGING on the wall.

LENA

You back for more bitch?!
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INT. THE CROMWELL - CASSIE’S ROOM - NIGHT

Cassie BANGS back and starts to reach CLIMAX.

INT. THE CROMWELL - LENA’S ROOM - NIGHT

Lena is like a psycho pogo stick.

BIG SHOT #2

Mongoose! Mongoose!

INT. THE CROMWELL - CASSIE’S ROOM - NIGHT

Cassie collapses.

INT. THE CROMWELL - LENA’S ROOM - NIGHT

Lena is dead as well.

INT. THE CROMWELL - CASSIE’S ROOM - NIGHT

Cassie is exhausted and in disbelief laying off to the side.

CASSIE

Fuck...me.

INT. THE CROMWELL - HALLWAY - DAY

Cassie sneaks out of her room all quiet like.

Lena is already out in the hallway, sitting Indian-style on

the ground, eating leftovers off a discarded ROOM SERVICE

TRAY.

LENA

Bought fucking time.

INT. THE CROMWELL - ELEVATOR - DAY

Cassie and Lena looked cracked out. Barely able to stand.

Decked out in "Don’t Fucking Look at Me" sunglasses and

expressions.

Silent all the way down.

The thump of the DING is almost too much to handle for the

two hangover vessels.

(CONTINUED)
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Lena breaks the silence.

LENA

I so won.

EXT. HIGHWAY - DAY

Back on the highway zings the Cherry Mustang.

LEAVING LAS VEGAS SIGN.

INT. CHERRY MUSTANG - DAY

For a while, they both forget about their inevitable fate as

the DESERT LANDSCAPE zooms by.

EXT. HIGHWAY - DAY

A BLACK SEDAN with the Mystery Man(34) driving is tailing

the Cherry Mustang.

INT. BLACK SEDAN - DAY

Mystery Man SMOKES a cigarette with the Cherry Mustang in

sight.

EXT. HIGHWAY - DAY

Both cars zoom on down the desert highway.

EXT. DESERT - DAY

A RATTLESNAKE curls up.

Cactus. Sand. Hot.

The Cherry Mustang sits motionless on top of a bed of dirt.

Lena is in the driver’s seat staring straight ahead, white

knuckled.

Cassie is facing towards Lena and staring her down.

The Cherry Mustang is sitting close to the edge of a CLIFF

of the GRAND CANYON.

Lena continues to stare. Ready.
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Cassie can’t keep quiet.

CASSIE

Don’t even fucking think about it

Louise.

EXT. HIGHWAY - DAY

The Cherry Mustang glides down the highway.

Sign ahead. WELCOME TO COLORADO.

LENA

Ever been to Colorado?

CASSIE

There’s a first time for everything

now.

LENA

That’s what I’m talking about.

CASSIE

What’s in Colorado?

Lena just SMILES.

INT. MARIJUANA BAR - NIGHT

Cassie takes a GIANT BONG HIT from a HUGE BONG while PEOPLE

CHANT her on.

Cassie COUGHS while smokes envelopes the room.

LENA

Cassie! Woo hoo!

Cassie hacks up a lung while Lena helps her to a BOOTH.

She plops a hysterical Cassie down on one side. She takes

the other.

CASSIE

Penis.

LENA

Huh?

CASSIE

Penis.
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LENA

Dude you smoked too much.

Cassie doesn’t find this the least bit funny.

She gets more enthusiastic.

CASSIE

Penis!

LENA

What in the fuck is your space

cadet ass talking about?

She grabs Lena very hard and very fast, leaving her a mere

inch from her face.

Dead-locked in a stare.

CASSIE

Penis...NOW!

LATER

Cassie is on the prowl, grooving around the bar completely

out of her mind, while Lena watches on in amusement.

Cassie dances up to BAR PATRON #1(25).

CASSIE

You totally remind me of a young

Jaimie Kennedy.

CUT TO:

Cassie stands on her head next to BAR PATRON #2(25) who is

feeding her a HOOKAH TUBE in which she INHALES a giant hit.

The Bar CHEERS as she lets it out still standing on her

head.

CUT TO:

Cassie is on a COUCH next to BAR PATRON #3(28).

CASSIE

Permission to come aboard Sailor?!

CUT TO:

Cassie leaning over the bar towards the BUDTENDER(32).
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CASSIE

I can do twenty-two push ups...

Cassie bares down and leans in close.

CASSIE

...in a row!

Lena FACEPALMS.

LATER

Cassie encounters DARYL(48), an amateur magician rocking the

porn ’stache, is doing some simple magic tricks for Cassie.

Daryl grabs a QUARTER from behind her ear to the delight of

Cassie and the dismay of Lena.

CASSIE

Can you saw people in half?

Porn boy gives her the CREEPSTER SMILE.

INT. DARYL’S CREEPY APARTMENT - NIGHT

Is this Glen Quagmire’s apartment? All the way down to the

disco-themed mini-bar.

An impatient Lena is reluctantly sipping away on a Cosmo as

Cassie is enamored with Daryl.

CASSIE

What’s it like being a magic man?

DARYL

Well, you know. It comes with a

great deal of responsibility.

This bull shit artist keeps on spinning.

Lena ain’t having it.

LENA

Let’s get going Cassie. We got a

long drive ahead of us tomorrow.

Cassie’s spaced out stare is a mix of intrigue and despair.

CASSIE

I’m dying.

That puts a wrench in the Daryl’s game.
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DARYL

Oh. That’s, that’s a shame.

CASSIE

It’s ok. My vagina still works

though.

Lena jumps up of the couch to reel Cassie away from the ever

increasing creepy Magician.

LENA

Alright. Time to go. Say

abracadabra or whatever you guys

say.

DARYL

I’d like to show you my Tiger Print

sheets I just got.

Lena barges in between them.

LENA

And on that note.

Lena grabs Cassie’s arm to lead her away.

Daryl stops her suddenly with a hard grab of Cassie of his

own.

DARYL

Hey now. What’s the hurry? We are

just getting to know each other.

Lena sizes up the situation.

LENA

Oh. You want to get to know her?

DARYL

I can get to know you too, if

you’re lucky.

Daryl flashes a creepy SMILE.

Lena notices a TEQUILA BOTTLE half empty on the bar.

LENA

She’s coming with me.

Daryl dismisses Lena and moves in on Cassie.

Lena grabs the tequila bottle and BASHES it over the head of

Daryl. He falls to the ground immediately.
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Out like a light.

CASSIE

Can we see the rabbit now?

INT. HOTEL - ROOM - NIGHT

Lena struggles to get Cassie into the room.

LENA

Yea. Don’t worry about walking.

You’re cool. Standing limp is so

helpful!

Lena throws a out of it Cassie on the one single bed in the

room.

Lena FLIPS on the light revealing the disgusting and cheap

nature of this particular hotel room.

Cassie starts to play with imaginary things as she stares up

at the ceiling. Laughing intermediately.

CASSIE

I saw a magic show.

LENA

Yea you did kid. Almost got ass

raped by a dirty magician also.

CASSIE

Weeeeeeee!

Lena just walks away.

LENA

Gonna go grab some ice. I’ll be

back.

Lena leaves.

CASSIE

Abracadabra!

INT. HOTEL - HALLWAY - NIGHT

Lena walks down the hallway looking a little rough, ICE

BUCKET in hand.

A COUPLE walks by laughing.

Lena turns the corner and fins the ICE MACHINE.
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She fills up he bucket.

INT. HOTEL - ROOM - NIGHT

Cassie goes snooping around the room and locates the MINI

FRIDGE.

INT. HOTEL - HALLWAY - NIGHT

All done. Time to head back. She turns around and finds

herself face-to-face with Mystery Man.

INT. HOTEL - ROOM - NIGHT

Cassie takes out several MINI-BOTTLES of liquor.

INT. HOTEL - HALLWAY - NIGHT

Lena almost jumps out of her skin.

LENA

Shit!

MYSTERY MAN

Almost done?

LENA

What?!

Mystery Man shows her his own ICE BUCKET.

MYSTERY MAN

This is where you get ice right?

Lena tries to regain her composure.

LENA

Yea. This is it, right here. The

ol’ ice machine.

She pats the ice machine weirdly.

MYSTERY MAN

Name’s Tim.

He extends his hand to an uncertain Lena.
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LENA

Lena.

MYSTERY MAN

Nice to meet you Lena.

LENA

Look I got to get back to my

friend.

MYSTERY MAN

Sure no problem.

Lena walks away quickly as TIM(Mystery Man) looks after her.

TIM

See you around.

Lena turns around FAKE WAVES.

Back to the room.

She arrives in front of the room as she struggles to get her

ROOM KEY out.

Found it.

In she goes. Safe.

INT. HOTEL - ROOM - NIGHT

Lena comes into a disaster of a room.

Empty mini-bottles strung everywhere. Cassie stripped down

into her bra and panties LAUGHING at herself on the floor.

LENA

I was gone five minutes!

CASSIE

Fuck Cancer! Woo hoo!

Lena sets down the ice bucket and tends to her friend.

LENA

Come on. Get up.

Lena helps Cassie struggle to her feet.

CASSIE

I don’t think I feel so good.
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LENA

Let’s make it to the bathroom.

CASSIE

Bathroom! Woo hoo!

INT. HOTEL - ROOM - BATHROOM - NIGHT

They both fall over into the bathroom.

They share a LAUGH on the floor.

CASSIE

Wait. I got something for you.

She hastily reaches in her pocket and pulls out a MINI

BOTTLE of vodka.

LENA

Oh you shouldn’t have.

CASSIE

For my one and only.

Cassie hands Lena the mini bottle.

LENA

Thank you.

Lena quickly opens up and downs the whole mini-bottle to the

delight of Cassie.

CASSIE

Oh shit.

Cassie projectile VOMITS into the toilet.

LENA

Oh god!

Lena is completely gagged and VOMITS herself.

They both share the toilet, taking turns emptying the nights

contents into it.

They both sit there exhausted from the activity, both still

clinging on to the toilet for dear life.

Cassie raises her head as Lena does, catching each others

eye.

They lock eyes.
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Vomit is stewing in the toilet, both ladies look like

they’ve been hit by a truck, and Cassie forgot to wipe her

mouth.

Cassie pushes her LIPS straight into Lena without warning.

The KISS passionately.

Lena stops and pulls back shocked.

They stare each other down.

Beat.

They both bust out LAUGHING.

LENA

You got a little something...

Lena wipes a bit of vomit off of Cassie’s face.

Cassie knows what she wants and goes back in.

The moment takes them over.

They drop to the ground continuing to kiss while they lay in

filth.

Clothes start flying. It’s on.

INT. HOTEL - ROOM - NIGHT

Cassie and Lena make love in bed.

LATER

They both lay there, relaxed, intertwined, yet at peace.

Lena leans over and grabs a JOINT and lights up.

She bellows out a long stream of SMOKE.

LENA

You never told me you had a tattoo?

Cassie turns to Lena.

CASSIE

You never told me you like girls?

Lena smiles.
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LENA

Who says I like girls?

Cassie laughs and curls up next to Lena.

A moment of perfection.

They fall asleep together.

NEXT MORNING

Cassie wakes up while Lena sleeps.

She stretches and sneaks out of the bed.

INT. HOTEL - ROOM - BATHROOM - DAY

Cassie stares in the mirror. Her body is slightly thinner

than she would like.

She takes a close look at her face, her eyes.

She washes her hands and face.

Satisfied she heads out.

INT. HOTEL - ROOM - DAY

Cassie sits at the edge of the bed.

She looks back at a motionless Lena.

Decides against getting ready for the day and curls up next

to Lena.

They cuddle for a beat before Cassie notices something’s

wrong.

She pulls Lena over to reveal BLOOD streaming from Lena’s

face.

INT. AMBULANCE - DAY

Too much chaos to handle. Lena laying on a gurney, while a

FIRST RESPONDER(28), works on her.

FIRST RESPONDER

What’s in her system?

Cassie is lost.
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CASSIE

She was fine last night!

FIRST RESPONDER

Maam. We need to know if you did

any drugs last night.

Cassie’s life flashes before her eyes as she seizes up.

CASSIE

Cancer! She has cancer!

First Responder just stares back and continues to work on

Lena.

EXT. STREET - DAY

The Ambulance screams down the lonely street as the SIRENS

get more distant as it goes on down the road.

FADE OUT.

Beat.

INT. HOSPITAL - PATIENT ROOM - DAY

BEEP. BEEP. BEEP. BEEP.

Repetitious and monotonous. The beeps continue through the

darkness.

FADE IN.

Cassie is curled up asleep awkwardly in a chair.

The SUNLIGHT gently lights up her face. Peaceful and quiet.

Lena is in a hospital bed hooked up with wires and tubes.

A bit of the sunlight starts to creep onto Lena’s face.

From motionless, her face starts to reacts and she slowly

squints open her eyes.

She looks around to acclimate herself, then spots Cassie,

beautiful and asleep.

LENA

(inaudible)

Lena can’t get the words out loud enough.
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In her desperation she spots her FOOD TRAY and proceeds to

KNOCK it off the table.

Cassie jolts awake.

CASSIE

Lena!

She bolts out of her chair and to Lena, stroking her hair

and hugging her.

Lena tries to speak but still can’t muster anything. She

motions for some WATER.

Cassie grabs a WATER BOTTLE off the table and has Lena drink

some of it.

Lena wipes her face off and looks up at Cassie for a beat.

LENA

Good morning bitch.

Cassie collapses into her arms.

A NURSE(44), a been at her job too long type, walks in and

goes straight to Lena, ignoring Cassie, almost pushing her

to the side.

NURSE

Looks like someone’s awake.

Nurse starts to work on Lena. Shooting various substances

into her IV. Checking out the machine readouts without

acknowledging Cassie.

LENA

Hi.

NURSE

Are you in pain?

LENA

Who isn’t?

Nurse grabs a particular SYRINGE and plunges it into the IV.

NURSE

You need to rest. This will give

you a nice long nap.

LENA

But I don’t want to be--

Lena’s out like a light.
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Nurse starts taking vitals.

CASSIE

Hi.

NURSE

Hi.

Nurse doesn’t skip a beat nor look up. Cassie is confused.

CASSIE

Is she going to be okay?

Nurse stops momentarily to answer.

NURSE

Are you family?

CASSIE

No, but--

Nurse goes back to work, brushing Cassie off.

Cassie is at a loss for words.

Nurse finishes up by writing some NOTES on her CHART and

starts to walk out the door.

CASSIE

Hey!

NURSE

May I help you?

CASSIE

Is she going to be alright?

Nurse pauses, sizing Cassie up.

NURSE

Your friend has cancer everywhere.

She’s never going to be alright.

Cassie processes that reality as Nurse leaves.

LATER

Cassie just stares out the window. She watches as a YOUNG

WOMAN(25) gets wheeled out to her welcoming family. Her DAD

embracing her with all his might.

She looks back over at a lifeless Lena.
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CASSIE (V.O.)

As Lena would say, "FUCK IT!"

Cassie rushes over to Lena and starts SLAPPING her awake.

CASSIE

Wake up! Wake up!

Lena comes out of it.

LENA

What the fuck do you want?!

CASSIE

We’re getting out of here.

Cassie unplugs everything from the wall and pulls out her

IV.

LENA

Ow!

CASSIE

Can you walk?

LENA

Does it look like it?!

Cassie looks around frantically.

She sneaks out into the hallway.

INT. HOSPITAL - HALLWAY - DAY

Cassie looks around and spots a WHEELCHAIR sitting

unattended.

She grabs it and rolls it back into the room.

INT. HOSPITAL - PATIENT ROOM - DAY

Cassie comes up to the bed and tries to get Lena into it.

CASSIE

Come on!

Lena falls into the wheelchair awkwardly.

LENA

Fuck Cassie!
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Cassie gets Lena situated, throws a jacket over her, and

puts both her hands on her shoulders.

CASSIE

You just sit there okay?

Lena checks out her situation.

LENA

No problem.

CASSIE

One more thing.

Cassie looks around and finds a PEN and grabs her CHART.

She writes something down for a few moments.

She SMILES in satisfaction and puts it in the middle of the

bed.

Out they go.

INT. HOSPITAL - HALLWAY - DAY

Cassie is rolling Lena in the wheelchair trying to look

inconspicuous.

They walk by a few BALLOONS tied to a patient’s door.

Cassie stops and rips one of them off the knob.

She then ties it to the wheelchair. All set.

Down the hallway they go as they share a nice smile and Lena

reaches back and puts her hand on Cassie’s.

INT. HOSPITAL - LOBBY - DAY

Almost home free.

Right before the exit a large and imposing CHECK-IN

NURSE(45) jumps in front of them.

CHECK-IN NURSE

Hi! We leaving today?

Cassie freezes.
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CASSIE

Yep. Have a nice day.

Cassie tries to get by her but the Check-In Nurse prevents

her.

CHECK-IN NURSE

Just need you to sign out for me

real quick.

Cassie doesn’t know what to do.

CASSIE

Sure. No problem.

CHECK-IN NURSE

Great. Name please?

CASSIE

Name?

CHECK-IN NURSE

Patient’s name.

Cassie thinks the jig is up.

Lena joins the party.

LENA

What’s in a name really?

Check-In Nurse takes a long look at Lena.

CHECK-IN NURSE

I heard about you.

CASSIE

You have?

LENA

I bet you have.

Lena gently NUDGES Cassie.

CHECK-IN NURSE

Lori Nichols right?

LENA

I’m Lori Nichols. Hell yes mother

fucker. Ready to go sell my wild

oats!

Cassie is stunned as the Check-In Nurse is confused.
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CHECK-IN NURSE

I don’t think that’s such a good

idea after a hysterectomy?

LENA

Oh no honey, I like the butt sex.

CASSIE

Thank you!

The awkwardness is apparent as Cassie pushes her away and

out the door.

EXT. HOSPITAL - PARKING LOT - DAY

Cassie wheels Lena around and helps her in the car.

LENA

Why are you doing this?

Cassie shuts the door, but the top is down.

CASSIE

You’d do it for me.

That was enough.

INT. HOSPITAL - LOBBY - DAY

Tim walks in and up to the RECEPTION DESK, where a

RECEPTIONIST NURSE(24) is sitting at her computer.

TIM

Hi. I’m looking for my friend.

Nurse comes running up to Check-In Nurse with a CHART.

Tim takes notice.

NURSE

Where did she go?

CHECK-IN NURSE

Ms. Nichols just left?

NURSE

That wasn’t Ms. Nichols. We got a

runner.

Nurse shows Check-In Nurse the chart that reads:
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"I SHUT MY EYES AND ALL THE WORLD DROPS DEAD; I LIFT MY EYES

AND ALL IS BORN AGAIN."

FUCK CANCER!

Tim smirks.

RECEPTIONIST NURSE

Sir. What’s the name?

TIM

Never mind.

Tim walks outside.

EXT. HOSPITAL - DAY

Out front, Tim watches as the Cherry Mustang zooms off in

the distance.

INT. CHERRY MUSTANG - DAY

Cassie is driving while Lena is curled up in the passenger

seat.

CASSIE

You get some sleep. I’ll stop

somewhere to get you some meds once

we get on down the road.

Lena smiles and curls up to go to sleep.

EXT. HIGHWAY - DAY

The Cherry Mustang cruises down the highway and by a sign

that reads:

WELCOME TO NEW MEXICO

INT. CHERRY MUSTANG - DAY

Lena is up now. She’s drinking her LIQUIDS and popping

PILLS.

CASSIE

You feeling better?

Throws down her BOTTLE with authority.
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LENA

Fucking golden baby.

She puts on her SUNGLASSES as they pass through the red

loneliness of the desert.

EXT. HIGHWAY - DAY

The Cherry Mustang buzzes past a HIGHWAY PATROL CAR.

The chase is on. Light and horns blaring.

INT. CHERRY MUSTANG - DAY

Cassie looks concerned in the REAR-VIEW MIRROR.

CASSIE

Great.

She pulls the car over.

EXT. HIGHWAY - DAY

The Cherry Mustang pulls over to a stop with the Highway

Patrol Car right behind it.

INT. CHERRY MUSTANG - DAY

Lena keeps looking back at the patrol car.

LENA

How fast were you going?

CASSIE

I was going to speed limit. I

think?

LENA

Sweet.

Lena settles in shaking her head.

EXT. HIGHWAY - DAY

HIGHWAY PATROL MAN(34) gets out of the car. Sunglasses on.

Unamused.

He slowly walks his way up to the Driver’s side.
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INTERCUT BETWEEN INT/EXT CHERRY MUSTANG/HIGHWAY

He stands there and sizes up the girls.

CASSIE

I don’t think I was speeding. Was I

speeding?

HIGHWAY PATROL MAN

License and registration.

Cassie clumsily gets her paperwork out of the glove box.

Lena takes her sunglasses off and stares down Highway Patrol

Man.

CASSIE

Here it is.

She hands it over in a mess.

HIGHWAY PATROL MAN

Where you guys coming from?

LENA

Does it matter?

Cassie smacks Lena on the leg.

CASSIE

LA.

HIGHWAY PATROL MAN

Long way from home aren’t ya?

Lena buts in.

LENA

I’m sorry. But what the hell is it

your business where we’re from and

what we’re doing?

Highway Patrol Man slowly takes his sunglasses off to reveal

his fiery eyes.

HIGHWAY PATROL MAN

I suggest you ladies stay out of

trouble. We don’t take kindly to

your kind here.

LENA

And what kind would that be?
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Highway Patrol Man hands the paperwork back and puts his

sunglasses back on.

HIGHWAY PATROL MAN

Stay out of trouble.

Highway Patrol Man walks away.

Cassie puts the paperwork away and pulls away.

INT. CHERRY MUSTANG - DAY

Back to normal, sort of.

LENA

I think we were guilty of being two

girls in a car. You think it’s

legal for women to drive here?

CASSIE

That was super creepy for sure.

They come up on a sign that reads:

ALBUQUERQUE EXIT 1 MILE

LENA

Pull off here.

CASSIE

Why?

LENA

I got a score to settle.

Lena guzzles from a WATER BOTTLE.

INT. CEMETERY - DAY

A nice steady flow of PISS falls right on top of a small and

obscure HEADSTONE.

Lena is straddling the headstone as she finishes up.

Satisfied, she pulls up her pants.

She confidently walks away and past a confused Cassie.

CASSIE

Who was that?
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Lena goes around to her side of the Cherry Mustang and

starts to get it but stops.

LENA

That was a hateful and small man.

His name is not important. Let him

fade away like his hate.

A confused Cassie watches Lena get in and then shrugs her

shoulders to herself.

EXT. RESTAURANT - DAY

The Cherry Mustang pulls in and they get out.

The whole town seems to be out front waiting for the name to

be called.

Cassie and Lena walk through the CROWD.

INT. RESTAURANT - DAY

Up to the HOST STAND Cassie and Lena go where HOSTESS is

there to greet them.

HOSTESS

Hi! Table for two?

Lena looks around sarcastically.

LENA

Yep. Just us.

Hostess smirks and grabs a BUZZER.

HOSTESS

Name?

LENA

Monroe. Marilyn.

Hostess doesn’t react to the joke and hands over the buzzer.

HOSTESS

Be about 45 minutes. I’ll buzz you

when it’s ready.

Cassie and Lena walk away and back outside.
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LENA

Do these people have nothing better

to do than go out to eat?

INT. MOTEL - ROOM - DAY

Tim has a MAP spread across the bed in the modest low-brow

room.

His phone RINGS.

He picks it up.

TIM

(into the phone)

Hey.

(beat)

Yea.

(beat)

Albuquerque, New Mexico if you can

believe that.

(beat)

I don’t know. A week tops.

(beat)

Sure. Yep.

(beat)

I know what to do.

Tim hangs up the phone.

He sits for a beat then picks up a PICTURE off the bed.

He holds up the picture and stares at it.

Cassie and her parents, smiling and happy, stare back.

INT. RESTAURANT - DAY

WAITRESS(19), brings by Cassie and Lena’s food. Four courses

of awesome all at once.

CASSIE

Eat up. You need your strength.

Cassie digs in. Lena doesn’t.

Lena puts down her fork.

LENA

Do you love me?

Cassie SPITS up her food.
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CASSIE

What?

LENA

You love me don’t you?

Cassie avoids and calls over Waitress.

CASSIE

Can I get a side of ranch?

Back to digging in for Cassie.

Lena is left without an answer, but she already knows what

it is.

LENA

What’s your next goal?

CASSIE

Huh?

LENA

The list. What’s your next goal?

CASSIE

You’re going to think I’m stupid.

LENA

Try me.

Cassie gets closer.

CASSIE

My favorite movie when I was

growing up was Wizard of Oz.

LENA

Classic. You see the new one?

Cassie shoots a blasphemous look.

CASSIE

There’s only one Wizard!

LENA

I don’t know. I’d totally mount

Franco.

CASSIE

When I was a little girl I always

wanted to ride in a hot air balloon

like Dorthy.
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LENA

How were you born in LA?

Waitress comes back with the ranch.

CASSIE

Thanks.

Lena stops Waitress.

LENA

Hey. Sweetheart. Where can a couple

of gals hijack a hot air balloon?

WAITRESS

Well, Huff and Puff is this

weekend?

LENA

Huff and Puff?

WAITRESS

Hot air balloon festival.

Lena turns to a smiling Cassie.

EXT. FAIRGROUNDS - DAY

Cassie and Lena hand over their tickets to a TICKET

VENDOR(23), and walk through the parade of HOT AIR BALLOONS.

The sky fills up with the beautiful balloons. Some are just

taking off in a steady stream of awesomeness.

LENA

Come on. Let’s get you in one of

these bad boys.

They walk up to a staging area.

The massive heating elements blow hard into the balloon,

inflating it before their eyes.

HOT AIR BALLOON GUY(68), old but in shape and energetic, is

preparing the his balloon.

LENA

Hey!

Hot Air Balloon Guy turns around.
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HOT AIR BALLOON GUY

Can I help you?

LENA

Who do we have to blow to get a

ride in your balloon?

Hot Air Balloon Guy stares back.

LATER

Cassie, Lena, and Hot Air Balloon Guy shove off the ground

and up into the sky.

Cassie is beside herself.

Higher and higher they go. No turning back.

Cassie grips onto the basket hard.

Lena puts her hand on top of hers.

LATER

They are top altitude. Other balloons can be seen in the

distance. The view is tremendous. Flat land equals great

fucking view.

CASSIE

I can’t believe I’m doing this.

LENA

You got a good list going.

CASSIE

What about your list?

LENA

Who says we haven’t done them yet?

CASSIE

Come on! It’s been all me.

LENA

We made a deal. No discussing the

lists with each other.

The SUN starts to set over the red terrain.

LENA

Check it out.

Lena gets Cassie to lose focus and notice the ridiculous

oranges and reds of the New Mexico sunset.
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CASSIE

I never knew it could be so

beautiful.

Lena comes over and puts her arms around Cassie as they both

stand in each others arms, kissing gently.

Hot Air Balloon Guy is using his CELLPHONE to discreetly

take a picture of them kissing.

INT. TATTOO SHOP - DAY

Cassie and Lena are picking out tattoos out of a book.

A mean looking TATTOO ARTIST(38) sizes up the girls.

TATTOO ARTIST

What are we doing today ladies?

LENA

What do you recommend?

TATTOO ARTIST

Depends. What’s the occasion?

LENA

We’re dying.

Lena SMILES and the two girls hold hands.

Tattoo Artist is confused but buys it.

TATTOO ARTIST

Alrighty. Come on back.

INT. TATTOO SHOP - BACK ROOM - DAY

Cassie and Lena lay face up on side by side TATTOO TABLES.

Both are getting matching MIDDLE FINGER TATTOOS on their

left breast.

They both twitch in pain while holding hands.

They both look at each other.

CASSIE (V.O.)

Nothing says I love you like

matching "fuck you" tattoos. That

was our way.
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EXT. HIGHWAY - NIGHT

The Cherry Mustang enters ARIZONA.

LATER

They pull off the highway.

LATER

They arrive at the park for THE WAVE rock formation. A

simple CHAINED gate is blocking the entrance.

INT. CHERRY MUSTANG - NIGHT

Lena takes one look at Cassie and KNODS.

Cassie smiles and STEPS on the gas with authority.

EXT. THE WAVE - NIGHT

The Cherry Mustang BUSTS through the gate to the delight of

the Cassie and Lena.

LATER

Cassie and Lena are laying on the hood of the Cherry

Mustang. It’s quiet. Dark. Peaceful.

They lie right smack in the middle of "The Wave" rock

formation, as they get lost in the sky full of stars.

CASSIE

Little different than LA huh?

LENA

Little bit.

They continue to lay there, hands behind there heads.

Mesmerized by the sky.

CASSIE

You think this is it?

LENA

What? Aliens?

CASSIE

No. You know. Heaven.

(CONTINUED)
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LENA

Uh oh.

CASSIE

What do you mean uh oh?

LENA

I don’t do religion.

CASSIE

Come on. You got to believe

something don’t you?

LENA

I know one thing.

CASSIE

And what’s that?

Lena breaks her stare with the sky and turns to Cassie.

LENA

I bet you will be some tasty worm

food one day.

Cassie smacks Lena playfully and they start to make out and

KISS on the hood of the car.

Life is good.

LIGHTS and a quick SIREN interrupt the moment.

Startled, they both look up.

Highway Patrol Man gets out of his patrol car and walks up

to the Cherry Mustang.

HIGHWAY PATROL MAN

Well well well. Hello ladies.

LENA

Fuck me.

INT. JAIL - NIGHT

A jail cell DOOR slams shut on Cassie and Lena.

HIGHWAY PATROL MAN

Take a seat ladies. It’s going to

be a while.

(CONTINUED)
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LENA

Do we at least get a phone call?

HIGHWAY PATROL MAN

Who you gonna call?

Mr. Superior walks away.

Lena sit down in their cell.

Cassie is distraught with her arms folded.

LENA

Always wanted to go to jail.

Thought it looked fun.

CASSIE

Fun?

LENA

Yea. Well maybe not at first but

maybe if we--

CASSIE

Stop. Don’t you see. We’re going to

die in here. In fucking jail! I

should have never listened to you!

LENA

Oh relax. We’ll be out of here in

no time.

CASSIE

No we won’t. I don’t have bail

money.

LENA

Thought you were loaded?

CASSIE

I gave a bunch to charity before I

left.

LENA

How much you got?

CASSIE

Maybe nine hundred?

LENA

Fuck.

(CONTINUED)
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CASSIE

I should have just stayed, took the

new treatment, and who knows.

LENA

That’s total bullshit. You wanted

to go just as much as I did.

CASSIE

I’m only here because of you. Stuck

in a jail cell to die like rat.

Cassie starts to CRY.

LENA

Come on. It will be alright.

Lena tries to grab Cassie’s hand but she pulls away and

walks to the other side of the cell.

CASSIE

Don’t fucking talk to me.

LENA

Cassie!

CASSIE

You’ve done enough. Thanks for a

great trip!

Cassie pouts as Lena lays down and stares at the ceiling.

She turns to the wall.

A single TEAR streams down her cheek.

NEXT MORNING

Cassie and Lena are both asleep.

Highway Patrol Man starts BANGING the bars with his

NIGHTSTICK.

They both jolt awake.

HIGHWAY PATROL MAN

Alright ladies. Up and Adam.

LENA

What do you want?

(CONTINUED)
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HIGHWAY PATROL MAN

You made bail.

Highway Patrol Man opens the jail cell door to the stunned

and unsure girls.

They walk out carefully.

LENA

Who bailed us out?

HIGHWAY PATROL MAN

Don’t know.

CASSIE

You don’t know?

HIGHWAY PATROL MAN

Didn’t give his name. But he paid

your bail in full. Cash actually.

LENA

Whatever. How do the fuck we get

out here?

INT. CHERRY MUSTANG - DAY

Cassie and Lena coast down the highway in silence.

Lena keeps looking over at a stone-faced Cassie.

LENA

Cassie.

Cassie ignores her.

LENA

Cassie come on.

Nothing.

LENA

Like it’s my fault that guy’s an

asshole.

Still no response from Cassie.

LENA

What? You’re not talking to me now?

Are we in elementary school?

Cassie starts to boil.

(CONTINUED)
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LENA

That’s right. Just be quiet. Don’t

rock the boat. Just be silent and

coast. That got you a pretty good

life huh? Can’t be hurt if you

don’t do anything!

Cassie yanks the car off the road and screeches to a stop.

She gets out of the car and comes around to Lena’s side and

opens the door.

CASSIE

Get the fuck out!

LENA

Oh get out? Fine.

Lena storms out of the car.

CASSIE

Fine.

LENA

I’ll just walk. Cozy up with a

truck driver. Hit the open road. At

least they have balls.

CASSIE

Go fuck yourself. You think you’re

so superior to everyone else. Like

you have it all figured out. You

think you’re so cool. Well guess

what. You’re not!

LENA

Fuck off suit.

Lena sticks out her THUMB and tries to flag down another

car.

Cassie walks up to her and flings her around.

Lena has TEARS streaming down her face.

CASSIE

Lena.

LENA

I love you okay! I love you! What

do you want from me?!

(CONTINUED)
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CASSIE

Hey.

LENA

Screw you for making me say that.

Lena puts out her thumb again. Cassie isn’t having it.

CASSIE

Stop.

LENA

Why should I?

CASSIE

Cuz I love you too.

Lena is stunned.

Cassie caresses her face as Lena wipes away the tears.

LENA

I knew it. I mean it’s obvious. I

mean look at me.

They smile and KISS on the side of the road as cars buzz by.

Cassie pulls back and notices BLOOD dripping from Lena’s

nose.

CASSIE

Lena! You’re bleeding again!

Cassie tries to help Lena stop her nose bleed.

LENA

I’m fine.

CASSIE

No you’re not.

LENA

Neither of us are fine.

CASSIE

Hey. Maybe we should just stop

and--

LENA

No!

(CONTINUED)
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CASSIE

What if we just--

LENA

We drive til we die. That was the

deal.

They share a moment and KISS.

CASSIE

What now?

LENA

Ever been to Big Sur?

EXT. BIG SUR - DAY

The mountain landscape on one side.

The waves of the Pacific on the other.

EXT. 101 HIGHWAY - DAY

The Cherry Mustang navigates the twists and turns against

the majestic water hugging 101 highway.

INT. CHERRY MUSTANG - DAY

Lena looks around.

LENA

Up there. Turn off next exit.

CASSIE

Where we going?

LENA

You’re going to love this.

They turn off.

EXT. BIG SUR - BEACH - DAY

Cassie and Lena sit on the beach overlooking the ocean waves

pelting the rocky shore with dramatic precision.

Lena is a little cold and shaky.

(CONTINUED)
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CASSIE

You alright?

Lena COUGHS while Cassie puts a JACKET around her.

Eyes back front as they hold each other.

CASSIE

Beautiful isn’t it.

LENA

Not bad.

Cassie starts to get up as Lena is looking a little green.

CASSIE

Ya know. I need to thank you for

something.

LENA

What’s that?

Lena looks like she’s teetering on the edge.

CASSIE

I would have died in my apartment,

all by myself. My overpriced, over

decorated, but empty apartment.

(laughs)

If these are my last days. I’m glad

I spent them with you, ya know...

Cassie sizes up the ocean.

CASSIE

...You wanna jump in real quick?

LENA

Nah. Don’t want to get penetrated

by some damn squid.

CASSIE

Ok, well I’m gonna just dip in for

a few.

Cassie starts to walk away.

LENA

I love you!

Cassie stops. Sand beneath her feet. The waves gently

tickling her feet as she stands at the edge of its

greatness.

(CONTINUED)
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CASSIE

Love you too!

Cassie continues on out and DIVES in.

Lena watches as she SWIMS out.

Cassie keeps going farther and farther out to sea.

She pauses, then turns over to FLOAT head up to the sky.

A long comfortable moment of clarity.

She’s at peace.

Living in the moment, she breaks her float to take a look

back on shore.

Her eyes fill with sheer TERROR as Lena is slumped over on

the ground.

CASSIE

Lena!

The world slows down. The chaos is muted. The crumbling is

felt not heard as she strokes against the ocean and the

world back to shore.

SLOW MOTION: Cassie runs up desperately to Lena, sand

flying.

FADE TO BLACK.

Beat.

INT. HOSPITAL - WAITING ROOM - NIGHT

Cassie. Alone. Sitting and staring straight ahead.

Emotionless. Staring. Quiet.

CASSIE (V.O.)

I fucking hate hospitals.

Sick people everywhere.

CASSIE (V.O.)

Having been in them so much you’d

think I’d be used to them by now.

A FAMILY cuddles together, consoling one another.

Some others are praying, some are crying.

(CONTINUED)
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CASSIE (V.O.)

Hate waiting. You sit in this

little room with a million people

and all you get on their shitty 13

inch TV is QVC or some stupid

cooking show.

SURGEON(45), walks in the waiting room, looks around and

then back at his chart.

The room tenses.

Surgeon walks over to the Family.

Bad news.

They all collapse in agony.

CASSIE (V.O.)

That’s rough. Car wreck probably.

Sad.

Cassie can’t keep her eyes off the family.

CASSIE (V.O.)

When I get Lena outta here she’s

gonna--

Breaking her thought, OLDER SURGEON(64) stands in front of

her out of nowhere.

OLDER SURGEON

Ms. Reed.

CASSIE (V.O.)

Oh fuck.

The room spins and gets blurry.

CASSIE (V.O.)

I don’t think I actually heard him

say the words.

Older Surgeon puts his hand on Cassie’s shoulder for a

moment before leaving.

CASSIE (V.O.)

I can’t watch this part.

Cassie lets out a blood curdling SCREAM as she drops to her

knees in shear agony.
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EXT. HIGHWAY - DAY

The Cherry Mustang cruises down the road.

Cassie sits alone but her mind is elsewhere.

CASSIE (V.O.)

God can suck my dick. Seriously.

What the fuck am I supposed to do

now? Fucked by a old white dude in

the clouds. Great.

INT. RESTAURANT - DAY

Cassie sits alone with a cup of COFFEE.

EXT. PARK - DAY

Cassie lays on top of her hood.

She lays on just the one side of her hood.

She turns to her side and stares at the empty space and lets

her hand glide upon the hood.

INT. HOTEL - NIGHT

Cassie sits on her bed. Still. Silent. TV off. One light on.

Only her and her thoughts.

She takes out her LIST.

The only item not marked off is 3)FALL IN LOVE.

She crosses it out.

She grabs a LIGHTER off the nightstand and lights the list

on fire. It burns up in her hands into a few glowing pieces

floating in the air before they extinguish.

She loses it.

CASSIE

Fuck you God! You’re a real asshole

you know that?! I need her. Not

now! I need her!

She breaks down.

(CONTINUED)
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CASSIE

I love you Lena.

All is lost as she sobs.

She spots Lena’s things out of the corner of her eye.

She picks up her PURSE and her SUNGLASSES, caressing them

for a beat.

She opens the purse and looks around.

She finds a piece of PAPER labeled:

LIST

Intrigued, she opens it.

She can’t believe her eyes.

LIST:

1) Get Cassie to Oregon.

2) Get Cassie to Oregon.

3) Get Cassie to Oregon.

The moment soaks in.

EXT. HIGHWAY - DAY

The Cherry Mustang roars with enthusiasm down the highway.

Scenery a plenty as it owns the road.

CASSIE (V.O.)

"The hardest thing is to live

richly in the present without

letting it be tainted out of fear

for the future or regret for the

past."

On down the highway, past the WELCOME TO OREGON sign.

INT. CHERRY MUSTANG - DAY

A smirk of confidence over Cassie’s face as she drives down

the highway.

The passenger seat has Lena’s things piled up neatly.
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MUSIC comes on the radio as Cassie turns it up and relaxes

back into the tune.

EXT. HIGHWAY - DAY

The Cherry Mustang drives with purpose.

She’s home.

INT. CHERRY MUSTANG - DAY

Cassie studies the surroundings as she adjusts in her seat.

She reaches her hand out to the passenger seat to hold

hands, but there’s no one there to hold back.

It’s her and the road.

She COUGHS, covering her mouth.

There’s a spot of BLOOD on her hand.

No time for that. On down the road.

CASSIE (V.O.)

Sometimes the hardest thing in the

world is to go home again. Or is it

you can’t go home again? Or you

should go home again? I don’t know.

Either way. This is hard. It’s hard

without her. I’ve known her for 72

days and I can’t imagine living the

rest of my life without her,

however short it might be.

LATER

Cassie sits in her car looking up at a HOUSE.

She can’t move.

She tries to open the door a couple of times. Stops halfway

through each time.

She looks in the rear-view mirror, inspecting herself.

Breathe in. Breathe out.

She opens the door.
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EXT. HOUSE - DAY

The sun is getting low in the sky as she walks up to the

lonely house, a house at the end of the block.

Fresh cut grass. Bushes carved out nicely. Token bent over

lady STATUE in the yard.

Cassie walks up the sidewalk to the front door like she has

a million times before.

Reaching the front door she pauses.

She KNOCKS.

Waiting patiently but no one comes.

She looks in the window. Nobody appears to be home.

This can’t be, not now.

She KNOCKS again.

Nothing.

NEIGHBOR(O.S)

Excuse me.

NEIGHBOR comes up to Cassie from behind.

CASSIE

Oh hi. Is John home?

NEIGHBOR(O.S)

Oh honey. He doesn’t live here

anymore.

CASSIE

Where does he live?

EXT. CEMETERY - DAY

A HEADSTONE reads:

JOHNATHAN REED 1958-2014

Dusk is setting in as Cassie stares down at the headstone.

She doesn’t move. She doesn’t cry. She just stares.

The world around her is empty. The wind blows a few leaves

over the headstone.

(CONTINUED)
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CASSIE (V.O.)

Life sure has a funny way of

turning out. It’s like that little

fucker in the sky took a giant shit

on me. Asshole didn’t even wipe.

She can’t move. It’s over. Everything.

TIM(O.S)

You’re not going to piss on that

one too are you?

Cassie is startled and turns around to find Tim standing

there.

She doesn’t know what to think of the man in front of her.

CASSIE

Do I know you?

TIM

No Cassie. You don’t.

Cassie is just blank.

CASSIE

Look, I don’t have any money. Wait,

how the hell do you know my name?

Tim makes his way up to an increasingly cautious Cassie.

He stops and extends his hand.

TIM

Hi, my name’s Tim. I’m your

brother.

Cassie starts to COUGH uncontrollably.

Tim helps her to sit down on a BENCH.

TIM

Hey. You alright?

Cassie tries to catch her breath.

CASSIE

I don’t have a brother.

Tim takes his COAT off and puts it around Cassie who is

still a little spooked.

(CONTINUED)
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TIM

John remarried my Mom a few years

back. We heard about you all the

time.

CASSIE

He remarried? You got to be kidding

me?

TIM

Your father loved your mother. I’m

not sure he even loved my Mom. All

we heard about was you guys. I

think he was just lonely.

CASSIE

Does your Mom still live in the

house?

TIM

No. She moved to Florida right

after John died.

CASSIE

How did he...

TIM

Heart attack. Last December.

Cassie breaks down.

Tim hugs her.

TIM

Hey. Look at me.

Cassie somehow gets her head upright.

TIM

He wanted me to come find you.

CASSIE

What do you mean?

TIM

He told me to come bring you home.

So I went looking for you.

CASSIE

Looking for me?

(CONTINUED)
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TIM

I’ve been following you since you

left LA.

CASSIE

You have?

TIM

Every step of the way. Even met

Lena once.

CASSIE

You did?

TIM

I can see why you loved her.

She’s...spunky.

Cassie LAUGHS a little.

CASSIE

A little bit.

TIM

Come on. I want to show you

something.

INT. CASSIE’S CHILDHOOD HOME - NIGHT

Cassie comes in to a time machine of memories.

CASSIE

It still looks exactly the same.

Tim comes in with some groceries.

TIM

He was never one for change. He

still has his old beater in the

garage.

CASSIE

The Olds.

TIM

Or the...

CASSIE

Flying couch!

TIM

...flying couch!

Cassie needed that. She turns to the wall of PICTURES.

(CONTINUED)
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CASSIE (V.O.)

For a moment I forgot what he had

done. For a moment. That’s all it

lasted. Then it hit me.

Cassie’s eyes land on a PICTURE of Cassie and her parents.

Tim puts his hand on her shoulder.

TIM

Come on.

They walk into a room.

INT. CASSIE’S CHILDHOOD HOME - HOME OFFICE - NIGHT

Tim leads Cassie inside the dark and lonely office.

A single, neatly organized desk sits in the middle. All the

papers stacked neatly. Not a thing out of place.

Tim goes around the desk and pulls out the chair.

TIM

Have a seat.

Cassie has a seat.

It’s eery. She puts her hands on the desk outspread.

She recoils when she remembers.

TIM

Open the drawer.

Cassie looks back and Tim urges her on.

She opens the drawer and finds letter with FOR CASSIE

written on it.

She takes it out and opens it slowly.

CASSIE (V.O.)

Cassie,

I’ve tried to find the words to

express to you how sorry I am. But

those words never came. I could

never muster a reason for what

happened that night. It should have

been me in the passenger seat. I

insisted on driving. I’m the reason

(MORE)
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CASSIE (V.O.) (cont’d)
she’s dead. I’ve had to live with

that every day in prison. And I had

to live it all over again when I

got out. She wasn’t there to greet

me. In fact, no one was. Not even

you. I don’t blame you. I’d

probably do the same thing. But as

the months passed, I wanted my

little girl back. I needed my

little girl. It was painful but I

tried to carry on, to be happy. But

without you, I was lost. You may

never forgive me for what I’ve

done. But know I forgive you.

Because I love you. I don’t deserve

your love in return. But I love you

more than anything Cassie. Please

know that.

Love,

Dad

Cassie puts down the letter and stares ahead.

TIM

That’s the first one you’re

supposed to read.

Cassie is confused.

CASSIE

Huh?

Tim grabs a BUNDLED STACK OF LETTERS from the drawer.

TIM

He wrote you a letter every day on

your birthday. He just never sent

them.

She starts to BLEED from the nose.

TIM

Oh hey! Cassie!

Tim attends to her.

Cassie just stares at the BLOOD on her hand.
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INT. CASSIE’S CHILDHOOD HOME - CASSIE’S ROOM - NIGHT

Cassie’s eyes pop open in the morning sunlight.

CASSIE (V.O.)

It was weird the first morning

waking up in that room. He kept it

the way I left it. Every "Green

Day" poster, every softball trophy,

hell I bet my secret stash of gas

station condoms are still

underneath the mattress.

Tim comes in with BREAKFAST IN BED.

TIM

Hungry?

Tim sets Cassie up and she digs in.

CASSIE (V.O.)

Never had a brother. It was just me

and my parents growing up. Tim was

a nice man. I wish I would have

known him sooner.

EXT. PARK - DAY

Cassie and Tim walk through the park.

Peaceful and happy they both are as they walk up to the

DUCKS.

Tim gives BREAD to Cassie as the ducks surround her to her

delight.

CASSIE (V.O.)

He loved going to the park with me.

Or maybe it was me that love going

with him. Either way we went every

day we could.

Tim pushes Cassie in a SWING. Cassie smiles brighter then

she has since much farther East.

CASSIE (V.O.)

He never seemed to have anything to

do or anywhere to be. I never asked

him about it. All I knew was this

was nice.
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INT. CASSIE’S CHILDHOOD HOME - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Cassie and Tim sit watching TV and sharing a laugh.

CASSIE (V.O.)

He didn’t have to take care of me.

But he did. Everyday. He sat with

me on the couch and watched "Sex

and the City." Everyday. We decided

he’s a secret Samantha living in

Charlotte body.

INT. CASSIE’S CHILDHOOD HOME - CASSIE’S ROOM - NIGHT

Tim tucks Cassie into bed for the night.

He grabs a LETTER of the bundled stack by the bedside.

CASSIE (V.O.)

Every night before I went to sleep,

he would read me a birthday card my

Dad wrote me but never sent me.

TIM

Happy 19th Birthday Sweetheart!

Hope all is well in LA. I’ve

been...

LATER

Tim checks and Cassie sound asleep.

He gets up to leave.

He turn around to give her one last look, then turns off the

LIGHT.

INT. CASSIE’S CHILDHOOD HOME - CASSIE’S ROOM - DAY

Cassie is in bed, a little more drawn.

Tim comes in with BREAKFAST IN BED.

CASSIE (V.O.)

Inevitably, things got tougher.

Cassie struggles to get up and barely eats anything.
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INT. PARK - DAY

Tim holds Cassie up as she feeds the ducks.

CASSIE (V.O.)

I loved feeding those ducks. It was

therapeutic. Lena would have loved

them. I miss her so much.

INT. CASSIE’S CHILDHOOD HOME - CASSIE’S ROOM - NIGHT

Tim tucks Cassie in bed.

He puts a wet TOWEL on her forehead and strokes her hair.

He grabs another LETTER off the stack.

Cassie’s eyes strain to stay open.

TIM

Happy 27th Birthday Sweetheart! I

miss you Cassie. I love you so

much...

INT. CASSIE’S CHILDHOOD HOME - CASSIE’S ROOM - DAY

Cassie is asleep with the sunlight in her face.

SUPERIMPOSE: DAY: GOODBYE.

Tim comes in with BREAKFAST IN BED.

TIM

Good morning sleepy head!

Cassie wakes up momentarily.

TIM

I made your favorite.

Belgian waffles. Whipped Cream. Strawberries. Perfection.

She’s a shell of herself. She turns back over and goes back

to sleep.

TIM

I’ll keep it in the kitchen for

you.

(CONTINUED)
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CASSIE (V.O.)

You know shit’s bad when you turned

down Belgian Fucking Waffles. He

was right. They were my favorite.

EXT. PARK - DAY

Tim pushes an out of it Cassie in a WHEELCHAIR.

Through the park, past the walkers, joggers, families, and

to the ducks.

Tim stops Cassie in her usual spot.

The ducks were no where to be found. Tim looks around.

He’s crushed.

CASSIE (V.O.)

Even the ducks knew not to come

around that day. Bet they all--

TIM

There’s one Cassie!

A single solitary DUCK comes waddling up to Cassie.

The duck seems to stare at Cassie for a moment.

TIM

Here ya go. Hold out your hand.

The bones in Cassie’s hand are a little too visible as she

hold her shaky hand out.

A singular piece of BREAD drops in her hand.

The duck sits waiting and tilts his head.

CASSIE (V.O.)

Hope you like Wonderbread kid.

Cassie tosses the piece of bread just right in front of her

wheelchair.

The duck makes up the distance and eats up the piece of

bread.

Cassie musters a weak SMILE.

The duck appears to pause before turning back towards the

water.

(CONTINUED)
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CASSIE (V.O.)

I loved those ducks.

Cassie watches as the duck jumps into the water.

The ripples glide across the small pond.

The wind blows some leaves past her wheelchair.

The duck moves out of sight.

INT. CASSIE’S CHILDHOOD HOME - CASSIE’S ROOM - DAY

Tim carries Cassie from her wheelchair and into bed.

He tucks her in.

She’s barely conscious.

He grabs the last letter on the nightstand.

TIM

Happy 29th Birthday Sweetheart!

I’ve been thinking about you a lot

lately...

LATER

Tim KISSES Cassie on the forehead and goes to leave.

He pauses at the door, gazes at Cassie for a beat, and flips

off the light.

DARKNESS

Beat.

CASSIE (V.O.)

I wasn’t asleep when he turned off

the light. I was lost in my own

mind. My whole life has led up to

this moment. In my childhood bed.

Where I woke up for grade school.

Where I went to bed after

Volleyball practice. Where I had my

first kiss.

Cassie opens her eyes.

The room is FUZZY and weird.

She looks off to the left. Her posters look nice.
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CASSIE (V.O.)

They say you know when it’s your

time. When it’s time to let go. I

don’t know about that. Who wants to

go? Things were finally clear now

and I have to leave? Bullshit. I

guess you could say "I was supposed

to be having the time of my li--

LENA (O.S.)

Shut the fuck up Sylvia Plath.

Cassie jolts up and at the edge of the bed is Lena.

She’s glowing with a beautiful aura.

CASSIE

Lena!

LENA

Hey you.

Lena gets up and hugs Cassie with all her might.

The tears are overflowing as is the relief.

CASSIE

Lena! You’re alive!

LENA

Cassie.

Cassie can’t stop kissing Lena all over her face.

CASSIE

I love you! I love you! I love you!

LENA

Cassie.

Cassie isn’t listening. She’s overjoyed at the sight of

Lena.

CASSIE

We’re going to live every day to

the fullest! Drive til we die! I

feel great! Let’s go!

Cassie notices what she just said.

CASSIE

I feel great? Wait.

Cassie looks around the fuzzy room.
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Things are the same but different somehow.

Lena takes Cassie in her arms.

Cassie looks around the room confused.

She looks around.

Looks at Lena.

Back to looking around.

Looks at Lena with a more suspicious eye.

CASSIE

Am I dead?

Long pause while Lena looks for the words.

She smiles through it.

LENA

I love you so much Cassie.

It starts to sink in.

CASSIE

What now?

LENA

We go.

CASSIE

Where?

Lena puts her hands through Cassie’s hair.

LENA

Anywhere you want.

FADE TO BLACK.

EXT. HIGHWAY - DAY

SLOW FADE IN:

The Cherry Mustang roars again down the highway.

Freshly cleaned. Buffed and beautiful.

It pulls off at an exit.
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EXT. STREETS - DAY

The Cherry Mustang drives through residential areas.

Through stop lights and intersections it continues on.

EXT. PARKING LOT - DAY

The Cherry Mustang pulls in to a crowded parking lot.

It takes a couple trips around the lot until a spot opens

up.

Left blinker on.

The other car pulls out slowly.

The Cherry Mustang pulls in and turns off.

People start to walk by the car.

The car door OPENS.

Two pair of shoes put themselves firmly on the ground.

CASSIE (V.O.)

Death is a funny thing. So is love

I guess.

Tim gets out of the Cherry Mustang and pauses to breathe the

fresh air.

He closes the door and starts to walk.

CASSIE (V.O.)

In the end, we both finished our

lists. I forgave my Dad. And I fell

in love. It was the best 84 days of

my life. Weird how that works out.

It took my 29 years to be happy.

Then I had 84 days to enjoy it.

Would I trade it for a few decades?

Tim pulls his head up and looks up in the air and SMILES

big.

A SIGN towers over a large building. It reads:

CASSIE AND LENA’S TIT CANCER CENTER
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CASSIE (V.O.)

FUCK NO!

Tim walks in the facility and through the lobby.

The Little Girl WAVES at Tim. She’s lost her hair but is

holding a single BALLOON.

Tim goes over to her and bends down on one knee.

They greet each other and EMBRACE.

EXT. HIGHWAY - DAY

The Cherry Mustang roars down the highway.

Only open road ahead. All out drag.

No one else on the road.

The sky is a perfect BLUE.

Puffy white CLOUDS scatter the landscape like a painting.

The front of the Cherry Mustang muscles down the road.

Tires are stuck to the pavement.

Up to the hood. The paint gleams.

Right up to the windshield.

INT. CHERRY MUSTANG - DAY

Cassie and Lena.

Happy. Holding hands. Smiling. In love. At peace.

They look at each other like the world doesn’t exist.

EXT. HIGHWAY - DAY

The Cherry Mustang continues off into the distance.

The landscape and the road turns fuzzy.

The Cherry Mustang now glides over a road of CLOUDS.

They continue on. Farther and farther down the road.

Off into the distance.
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Cassie holding Lena’s hand high in the air as they

disappear.

FADE OUT.


